
ATUL VIDYALAYA
FIRST PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2012-13

ART PAPER 1
DRAWING OR PAINTING FROM STILL LIFE

STD: X
DATE: 24-9- 2012 MM: 100
SESSION: II TIME: 2½ HRS

Candidates must be instructed that ruling by any means whatsoever is forbidden.

The candidate’s Roll Number must be written clearly on the top right hand corner of the

front surface of the paper.

The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets [ ].

Note: Candidates may offer either Theme A or Theme B.

EITHER

Theme A

Objects required: A seasonal Vegetables like cabbage or brinjal and a few
tomatoes and one Onion.

Arrangement: Place the Cabbage against the backdrop. Arrange the
brinjal,tomatoes and onion in front of the cabbage in such a way as to make an
interesting composition. Suitable coloured drapery may be used for the background
and foreground.

OR

Theme B

Objects required: A bottle of any aerated drink and a glass, one plat and some
orange and knife.

Arrangement: Place the aerated drink bottle against the backdrop. Arrange the plat
and some orange front of the bottle and knife rest of the orange and a half filled
glass to one side. Arrange it in an attractive setting.
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EITHER

Theme A

Objects required: An Aluminum tea pot, one glass, one spoon & one sugar pot.

Arrangement: Place the Aluminum tea pot against the backdrop. Arrange the sugar
pot with a spoon and glass in front of the aluminum tea pot in such a way as to make
an interesting composition. Suitable coloured drapery may be used for the
background and foreground.

OR

Theme B

Objects required: A one teddy bear, one baby milk bottle with half fielded,

Arrangement: Place the teddy bear against the backdrop. Arrange the baby milk
bottle with half filed in front of the teddy bear. Arrange it in an attractive setting.
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